My examples are rather idiosyncratic, drawn from poets whose literary careers I've been interested in. I'm assuming that there are many more such transactions and many more traces to be teased carefully out of collection files. I study primarily contemporary poetry and its cultures. I will limit my discussion to that field because I know it best, although I 123
also want to suggest that the dynamics of the poetry world are distinct and that institutional collecting has played a more significant role there than in the world of fiction. The literary history of the latter half of the twentieth century won't be complete until we begin to understand the roles, both economic and aesthetic, that institutional collectors have played. Perhaps more than any other segment of the contemporary literary world, the library positions us to understand the relationship between these two systems of value.
***
Let me back up and situate this discussion within current trends in literary studies. The idea that literary history is inseparable from the history of literary institutions has gained acceptance only recently, and there's still little published work that connects the evolution of the poem on the page with the changing human support structures that make it possible and legible. The much-vaunted contextual turn in literary studies has, for the most part, revolved around realist novels and plays; scholars have tended to read history in and through its fictional representations rather than trace its refractions in a poem's process. And "history" has tended to mean large-scale social, geopolitical, and economic transformation (the kinds of things people write about in novels) rather than shifts in the workaday conditions of the writing life (out of which new poetic modes are often born). When literary scholars do look critically at the institutions closest to home, we get exposes of the English department and discussions of the culture wars in the classroom, both predicated on a limited sense of the way the university intervenes in culture. In a paper presented at the RBMS preconference in Bloomington in 1995, Dan
Traister offered a succinct statement of the problem. He said:
A vast bureaucracy exists to build the research libraries on which scholars depend. That bureaucracy is almost completely unstudied, not by its own constituents, but rather by those Association/Value: Creative Collaborations in the Library whom it ostensibly serves. This despite the fact that, increasingly, those scholars whom it serves have come to recognize how other bureaucracies and social organizations . demand scrutiny and interrogation.
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Vast bureaucracies are difficult to study and easy to demonize. Cultural agency is determined more readily at an individual levelj the trick is to recognize how individuals are positioned in larger social wholes. In this enterprise, I've found the work of the French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu most helpful. Let me quickly lay out a few of his terms. Bourdieu describes the relationship between art and commerce by specifying a range of different "fields" in which different kinds of value, or "capital,"
circulate. In what Bourdieu calls the "field of cultural production," where literary works are made, disseminated, and appraised, activities are aimed at maximizing the accumulation of capital, but the nature of that capital varies depending on who you are and where you are standing. Bourdieu splits the field of cultural production into two major subfields, "large-scale" and "restricted" production, corresponding to the relative importance of economic or "symbolic" capital within them.
Large-scale production, for example, trade press publishing, is tied closely to fluctuations of the commercial market, whereas in the field of restricted production-the one in which most poets generally movewhat matters is consecration by one's peers.
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In the poetry world, then, there's an inverse relationship between economic and aesthetic value: If you make a lot of money selling books, your work is probably no good. Instead, what's up for grabs is recogni tion and the power to define the terms in which it takes place. When poets put themselves "out there" by publishing a poem, a little maga zine, or a book, editing, writing blurbs or prefaces for other poets, giving a reading, introducing another poet's reading, and indeed giving or selling material to an institutional collection, they court "authorization"-the recognition of their acts as having literary value. This is a necessary, but insufficient, condition for the kind of academically ensconced reading that may lead to canonization.
I'm not saying that poets publish, edit, blurb, place their papers, etc., in order to make it into the canon, or that if they do these things, they will. In making an argument about the economics of creative work, the challenge is to avoid the alternatives of calcula tion and naivete. Poets are neither oblivious cogs in an amorphous cultural machine nor canny operators devoid of inspiration. The point to recognize is that creativity does not happen in a social vacuum. In the field of cultural production, particularly the segment Bourdieu calls "restricted," no one is "just" a poet; cultural players occupy multiple positions. Creative work is produced in collabora tive relations that take many forms. What's interesting about the quasieconomic, quasiaesthetic exchanges within the library is that they exist in all these forms at once.
***
It's always a little shocking to observe artists, broadly construed, acting as economic agents, just as it's odd to find bureaucratic and business figures exercising creative authority. But disturbing as these apparent reversals might be, finding them humanizes the making of culture. The business of selling materials to institutional collections is one in which even the most noncommercial writers engage. I want to turn first to the negotiations of two poets, Ted Berrigan and Lewis Warsh, both key players in the small press movement of the 1960s and 1970s, whose relatively small-scale transactions with institutional collections reveal a great deal about them and their milieu. Ashbery, Frank O'Hara, Barbara Guest, and James Schuyler. Berrigan didn't simply select and edit his contributors; he assembled his own poems out of lines culled from their work. In "Some Notes About IC,'" an essay that accompanies the "C" archive, he writes, "I was and am "C" magazine.. And I intended and intend for "C" to exist as a personal aesthetic statement by me" (11). For Berrigan, the magazine was a uniquely collaborative form of poetic self-fashioning; editorship and authorship went hand in hand.
What was valuable about "C" for Berrigan-and one imagines, for Syracuse-was that its circulation defined a segment of the cultural field. Berrigan mimeographed "C" on a machine in the back room of Phoenix Books. He distributed the magazine free to neighborhood poets and artists, sold it for 25 cents in East Village cafes and the Peace Eye bookshop, sent it to art world celebrities whose addresses he found in the phone book, and gave it, he writes, to people he "met or even saw on the street that looked interesting (especially girls)" (5). Those vigorous marketing efforts resulted in personal notes, occasional financial contributions, and promises of poetry; Berrigan cultivated readers, friends, and contributors simultaneously. Though they took an economic form, money wasn't the object of these exchanges, produc tion-of poetry, poethood, and poetic community-was.
Selling the editorial files from "Cl's first year to Syracuse with the assistance of bookseller James Carr was a similar sort of transaction, and it also was inseparable from the poetry Berrigan was then writing.
"Some Notes About IC'' begins, "It's 6:15 a.m., just about a year since "c" magazine first appeared"(l). Starting out with a notation of the time, Berrigan echoes a practice that he was recycling at that point throughout his debut book of poems, The Sonnets, which he self published in 1964 under the aegis of "c" press the same year he sold "It's 6:15 a.m., just about a year since "c" magazine first appeared," he writes in "Some Notes," "and just as at that time I was scrounging around for money to buy stencils, stamps, paper, etc. (not to mention pay the rent buy food pepsis etc.) so today I am rushing to finish this so I can scrounge up some money to buy the paper for issue number 8."
"Some Notes About 'Cm was itself a species of scrounging. A memo from bookseller James F. Carr to Syracuse dean Frank Piskor accompa nies the document, confirming the library's agreement to purchase "Cl's correspondence, business records, and manuscripts, as well as the essay that Berrigan wrote especially for the collection, at the rate of $1 per page (it was a little over ten pages long). Without revealing the sum Syracuse paid for the one-year-old mimeo magazine's editorial archive, we can say that it was more than Berrigan made by selling copies of "c" (or The Sonnets, for that matter) and that it was enough to finance the next several issues. Like the other scenes of exchange in the field of restricted production where Berrigan lived and worked, the Syracuse transaction was both about the money and not. Like "Cm s other patrons, the library also is a reader and, ultimately, a collaborator in Lower East Side avant-garde activity. Berrigan not only writes "C" into the library, he writes the library into both "C" and his own poetry.
Money may be the most concrete object of exchange, but authoriza tion-7I was and am ICI magazine7-is its real prize. In the 1962 preface to a neverpublished volume of poetry, Zukofsky appears to comment on the special solitude the archive was beginning to afford him. He writes:
With the years the personal prescriptions for one's work recede, thankfully, before an interest that nature as creator had more of a hand in it than one was aware. The work then owns perhaps something of the look of found objects in late exhibits-which arrange themselves as it were, one object near another-roots that have become sculpture, wood that appears talisman, and so on: charms, amulets maybe, but never really such things since the struggles so to speak that made them do not seem to have been human trials and evils-they appear entirely natural.
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Although the tone of the passage is difficult to decipher-a kind of uncanny relief-I read in it the satisfaction of a goal achieved. Through the writing of his magnum opus, "A," Zukofsky sought to transform the timely vagaries of his poetry and his life into, as he put it, "one work . always regardless of time in which it was composed . durable as one thing from 'itself never turning.7" 6 In the "late exhibition" of the Texas archive, this ideal is realized. Zukofskys divided the material for sale mostly by chronology-organizing periodic packages of the new work-but they were careful not to make the material too readily available, as Zukofsky suggested in a letter to Corman; and they appear to have withheld certain materials related to early '�" until later installments.
The practice of building his collection at Texas seems to me peculiarly Zukofskyan in its cultivated autonomy from the market and its intent to produce a unified, static system out of the flux of life. Jean Baudrillard has argued with respect to private collectors that the collection allows the subject to "assert himself as an autonomous totality outside the world." 
